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day in October, 2005,
I (a confli ct-shy European
woman) was innocently walking
through the hallway of Harper ' s
music and art building when all
of a sudden, an uncomfortable
atmosphere distracted me from
my own busy thoughts. So, I
looked up and found myself sur
rounded by a big crowd of Mus1 im students who were spreading
an enormous tension - an intense,
quiet, and angry tension. They
were glaring at something.
Maybe the pictures at the wall? I
allowed myself a quick glance
and saw a half-naked, female
Muslim woman. Was this picture

Pro gram

seem to know everything
whereas others have just
heard vague rumors. This
topic was hot. Unfortu
nately, strong opinions
reverberated more loudly
throughout the campus
than any trustworthy facts
about the story. So now,
almost four months after
the incident, many non
involved people might be
interested to learn more
about this incident in its
settled aftermath.
In case you don 't
remember, or in case you
haven't heard the story,
let me summarize for you
the most obvious facts.
Last October, the artist
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One
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the cause for their resent
ment? Can a picture be so
important? But my careful
intuition prevented me from
asking; neither did it allow
me to look at the pictures
more closely. In fact, I nei
ther felt nor wished to feel
that I was a part of this un
comfortable scene, so I hur
ried along my way and left
this eerie atmosphere as fast
as possible.
Nearly every person
involved with Harper Col
lege might have heard at
least something about the
incident involving the art
exhibit of last fall. Some

(Continued onpage 4)
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Today in America, being a
C hristian and voting Republican
seem to go hand in hand. Some reli
gio u s leaders have painted the picture
that not voting Republican is a vote
against God. Issues such as abortion
and gay marriage, so-called "moral
iss u e s ," are even said to have been
the deciding factor in the 2004 elec
tion, which saw George Bush defeat
John Kerry, whose faith seemed to
p lay a minimal role in his politics.
But few people are stopping to ask
some important questions: Are these
issues really the most important to
God? Do th e policies of the Republi(Continued onpage 5)

There is an i d ea that dates way back to the·

·

birth of this country, an idea which Thomas Je ffers�n
seemeq fixed on upholding, and ari,idea. which' al.,,,
ways struck me as intelligent and well' crafted. Luck
ily, for all those Americans who are preoccupied with
working, attending school, or trying_to bum change ' ,
fro� tJie passing automatons-<!ven· for· those·who ,
, siinply d!slike_ the act of reading-s-•-:thi i dea is. ri ght :
there in the First.Apiendment. It takes only a few . ..
·
seconds to read;-r pronuse-and r:m a slow reader,
Enough stalling, the.ideaJ am sp eakin g of, which
sµpposedly has intrinsic wort!1 in the fabric o f ,our
fine country, is none other than the separation of
church and state . The question I pose is: How impor
tant is the idea of separation of church. and state? '
There 'is a "'con sist ent debate I've heard on
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Designed For Intelligent Debate In The Classroom

by Br i a n Be l l o w s
The concept of Intelligent Design
is that some things are too complex to have
occurred naturally; thus, it must have been
created by an unspecified guiding force.
Many different definitions of Intelligent
Design have been asserted, but this is the
definition that proponents attempting to
bring Intelligent Design into the science
curriculum have adopted. Teaching Intelli
gent Design in schools was defeated at the
ballot box in Dover, Pennsylvania, but rati
fied in Kansas City.
Inherently Intelligent Design is a
great theory in a theological class. The
world is vastly complex; when one consid
ers the intricate facets or our reality, even
our own consciousness seems too great to
chalk up to random chance. Intelligent De
sign is applicable to almost all religions of
the world, from Christians to the earliest
Aboriginal beliefs. The problem begins
when this 'theory' is taught in the class
room. Intelligent Design has set off an ar
duous firestorm of controversy. Proponents
of the theory have initiated measures to
have it tauoht in schools, and opponents of

�

it have lau ched lawsuits against it being
taught.

Point...._

T he Ch a l l e n g e r

ln the words of a college biology
teacher who wanted to remain anonymous,
"Evolution is a theory that is testable.
Given its evidence; it is almost at the point
of inefutability. You can trace evolution
through genetics, see it in our day to day
dealings, watch its progression through
dinosaurs and observe fossil records of
early man. This makes it a tangible theory.
Intelligent design is not a theory you can
test.''
Evolution is a theory that has
been tested and should be taught in schools
because of its scientific merit. Copious
amounts of fossil evidence and genetic in
formation are able to trace life back before
the time of the dinosaurs. The human ge
nome project is beginning to trace our
DNA back to one human and show how
certain genes evolved. Also, bacteria's
evolution can be seen in lab dishes. Bacte
ria encompasses an entire kingdom. It is
the essence of life, and some of it functions
as our cells do. The science of biology,

physics, and chemistry tie into evolution
heavily. Based on this evidence alone,
evolution is a testable, and can be viewed
in a lab.
Since Intelligent Design is not a
theory you can test, it is a mere hypothesis
without any real evidence. If Intelligent
Design passes as something to be taught in
schools, I want to vehemently fight for my
own theory. My theory is that little green
men from planet Vulcan created earth with
psychic powers. It's not scientific because
you cannot test it, there is no tangible evi
dence to suggest this happened, but it is a
theory by the definition

ently atheistic, thus shifting the debate
from creationism vs. evolution to the ex
istence of God vs. the nonexistence of
God." He believed that from there people
would be introduced to the truth of the
Bible and the question of sin, and they
would be introduced to Jesus.
Why stop at applying the Intelli
gent Design 'idea' to the sciences?
Let's move Intelligent Design
away from science and theoretically ap
ply it into my math teacher's classroom.
through a statistics

Intelligent Design will be

problem, I am befud

taught in schools, as

dled by the numbers I

many influential politi

am getting. "Teacher,"

cians and religious lead

I shout, emphatically

ers assert, then by utiliz

waving my hand, "I

ing their standards, my

came up with the an

green-men-from-Vulcan

swer to this problem.

theory deserves to be

It seems this is too

taught.

complex to compre

The Catholic
the Jesuit director of the

vince people that Darwinism is inher

Diligently working

of Intelligent Design. If

Reverend George Coyne,

gent Design, "The objective is to con

hend. I believe I have
,.vi.�

Vatican Observatory has
denounced teaching In
telligent Design in
schools and stated that
Darwin's theory of evo
lution has its place in
science. His assertion is
that Intelligent Design is
a valid faith based the
ory, but there is no viable
evidence to give it scien
tific credence. The
Catholic church is a con
servative institution on
social issues: this indi
cates that even conserva
tive religious institutions
see that Intelligent De
sign corrupts science.
Opponents of
Intelligent Design argue that it is simply
creationism being repackaged, and there is
evidence to show that this is the case. Phil
lip Johnston, the proponent and creator of
Intelligent Design, once said about Intelli-

found an answer
founded on Intelligent
Design for explana
tion." He responds,
"Good work, class.
My student has dis
covered the answer to
this problem: Intelli
gent Design." Such an
assertion would be
ludicrous in mathematics.
Interjecting
an entirely unwar
ranted, unscientific
theory into a scientific
curriculum will stifle
the abilities of those
scientists that dare to
wonder and make our
lives great. When
Newton first saw the
apple fall, he did not
say that some things are far too complex
to happen. He realized gravity caused the
apple to fall and created mathematical
theorems. Had Newton

merely said, the

(Continuedon page IO)
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Design Is Just Alright With Me by Tim Ophus

According to the Harris Poll
research organization, 90 percent of
American adults believe in God, while
other polls such as ABC News and
CNN/Gallup put that number at about 95
percent. Whatever the exact number, it
is clear that the vast majority of Ameri
cans believe that a God exists. It would
be a logical assumption to make, then,
that at least a large number of Americans
believe an Intelligent Designer created
life. Polls reflect this, as 64% of Ameri
cans believe humans were directly cre
ated by God, and another 10% say that
the creation of life at least required "a
powerful force or intelligent being," ac
cording to the Harris Poll in 2005.
These numbers are coming
from credible sources. The Harris Poll
predicted a tie in the 2000 election
(unlike any other polling organization),
and in doing so had the most accurate
prediction of the election of all major
polling organizations. So if we believe
their numbers to be correct, nearly 75
percent of Americans essentially believe
in Intelligent Design. It is because of
this fact that Intelligent Design needs to
be seriously addressed. We live in a de
mocratic society, and if three-quarters of
the country believes something to be
trne, it cannot simply be swept under the
mg.
So what do we do with Intelli
gent Design? I happen to subscribe to
Intelligent Design myself, but I would
agree with those who say it should not
be taught in science class. According to
the National Academy of Sciences,
"science can say nothing authoritative
about anything supernatural." It is im
possible officially to prove that God ex
ists. There may be factors that point to a
God, but as of today, God cannot be
proven. And science only deals with
things that can be tested and proven. I
do thi111c that there are logical, scientific
reasons to believe in Intelligent Design,
which I'll get into later. But it is directly
tied to God. or at least a God-like force,
and so cannot be proven. Science would
be contradicting itself to teach it, and for

this reason I see why it should not be
So does Intelligent Design have
taught in science class.
any evidence pointing to it? There are
Nevertheless, I am a proponent of intelligent, sane, logical people who be
Intelligent Design being taught somewhere lieve so. With some exceptions, these
in schools. Ifl were a parent who didn't
people generally concede that evolution
believe in something that 75 percent of the is true at least to some extent. Bacteria
country believed, I still would want my
would not be able to develop immunity
child to get the facts on it and judge the
to antibiotics if it could not evolve. This
issue for him or herself. I think even those is an example of rnicroevolution. And if
that are anti-Intelligent De r:--:------:-;-;r------.,-,, you take micro
sign would agree that it is
... ; ;1 evolution and do
important to know what it
it over and over
is. If you don't have any
I again, you can
exposure to the theory (I'll
J explain macrouse the word "theory"
1· ;�,. evolution. The
loosely, for argument's
� Intelligent De1
· sign argument
sake), you can't analyze it.
Not only that, but it seems
does not hinge
to me that if75 percent of
on whether or
the country believes Intelli
not life evolved
gent Design, the democratic thing to do is
once it began.
to at least teach the people according to
The argument hinges on the ori
their inclination.
gin of life. If it could be fully proven
You, the reader, may not agree
that life started naturally, on its own, then
with me. You might be thinking, "Just be clearly the Intelligent Design argument
cause 75 percent of the country believes
would disappear. However, those who
this bogus 'theory,' this doesn't mean my
accept the Intelligent Design argument
kid should have it forced down his throat." feel that evolution has not gotten any
That's an interesting point, and there's
where in explaining the origin of life.
nothing wrong with that. But for me, ifl
There are a number of theories
have a child, I want him to be well versed
that exist as to how life began on earth.
in all things. Whether or not I agree with
For example, perhaps life began ran
Atheism, I want my child to know about it. domly. There is an infinitesimally small
Whether or not I agree with Buddhism,
yet existent chance that the building
Hinduism, or any "ism" at all, my child
blocks of life came together randomly,
should have the right to make an educated
but most scientists reject this. Instead,
decision on what he believes.
some scientists searched for some sort of
But I know what you're thinking. inherent attraction that causes amino ac
Seventy five percent of Americans believe ids to link up and create protein mole
in a lot of ridiculous things. Yes, a child
cules and, eventually, living cells. How
should be exposed to things that people
ever, those who proposed this idea later
think, but these should be taught only if
repudiated it. Having tested this hy
they truly have legs to stand on. "If75 per pothesis, it was found that chemical pref
cent of the country believed pigs could fly, erences did not affect the sequencing of
that wouldn't mean we should whip up
amino acids.
some theory to teach it," you might say.
Other theories - such as life on
Another solid point you bring up! While I
earth being seeded from space, coming
would still stick to my guns that it would
from vents in the ocean, or emerging on
be a good thing for people to know about
clays - all contain fatal flaws. Answer
this "pigs in flight" theory, I would agree, it ing the question of how the universe be
shouldn't be taught if it doesn't have at
gan, and how life emerged in it, is an in(Conti1111edon page 9)
least some evidence for it.
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C h all e n g e I s W e lcom e
some general background information.
Amir Normandi was hired to present Professor Richard F. Johnson, the cothe exhibit No Veil Is Required in the coordinator of International Studies
hallway of the music and art building and Programs (ISP), and Professor
at Harper College. In addition to Perry Pollock, Assistant Professor of
other pictures with partial nudity, Art, are the instructors who hired the
one picture exposed a breast of a pre- artist, whereas student
sumed Muslim woman. The images Asad Khan, president
were accompanied by a text that of the Muslim Student
bashed female oppression every- Association
(MSA),
where, implying that Islam is the represents the Muslim
quintessence of female subjugation. students at Harper.
Not surprisingly, the Muslim stu- Their voices should
dents at Harper College were reveal more backshocked. They demanded an end to ground
information
the exhibition, which the faculty at and ideas that might
first declined to do. After more pres- first, challenge our
sure from the Muslim students, the opinions, second, open
fac ul ty final ly took the exhibit down. our minds for both sides, and third,
However, then the artist was upset show us the colorful side of the conand pointed out h i s right of freedom flict.
of speech.
For the next few paragraphs, I
After several articles have want you, yes you, the reader, to slip
been written, fervid arguments and into the shoes of a Muslim student at
discussions have cooled down, and Harper College (if you are not already
the people involved have been able there). So imagine, your parents are
to sleep again; the topic has lost immigrants, but you are not. You speak
some of its explosive power. In other English with a real Schaumburgian acwords, now is a safe and thus ideal cent, and America is closer to you than
time for me, the European conflict- your ancestors' country. You are
shy woman, to put in my two cents closely bonded to your religion, Islam,
about the whole affair, possibly stir- and although America is dominated by
ring up the j ust settled headaches of Christians, you don't see a conflict
some of the people involved, in order with being Muslim and American. Isn't
to give you, my dear reader, more freedom of religion granted in the very
insight into boobs - pardon, into the First Amendment of the constitution,
conflict that sta11ed out with a picture after all? On the website www.
of a breast.
archives.gov, it says, "Congress shall
However, this article is not an make no law respecting an establishattempt to j udge what is right and ment of religion, or prohibiting the free
wrong. I wil l merely approach this exercise thereof; or abridging the freeissue from two sides that are worthy dom of speech, or of the press; or the
of being heard. Four people kindly right of the people peaceably to assemand thoroughly informed me about ble, and to petition the Government for
facts and gave me their points of a redress of grievances." And aren't
view. Mr. Michael Nejman, the Stu- Americans proud of their First Amenddent A ctivities Director, gave me ment?

(Con1h111edfro111 page JJ

·

Yet besides being a minority,
being Muslim means standing in the
shadow of American society, espe
cially after 9/11. Although you al
ways try to appear friendly, peaceful,
and normal, non-Muslims all too often react skeptically,
suspiciously, and appear distant. You feel
insecure, but at the
same time proud of
t.
yourself. You have
no reason to change.
In February
2005, you see an exhibition at Harper
College, the Hejab
Expositionl. that, according to the Chicago Reader arti
cle, "When Is a Boob Just a Boob , "
showed women in daily life in Iran.
The images were smuggled out of
Iran in 2001. You ask yourself, why
did they do this? You and your fel
low Muslims complain bitterly, but
the faculty of the International Stud
ies Program does not give in to your
complaints. Dr. Johnson points to the
"political, social, and intellectual
value" of the exhibition, and to the
fact that journalism should, some
times, challenge the mind. Instead of
taking it down, Johnson offers <lis
cussion. Okay, finally, you just take
it.
But when last October, in the
middle of Ramadan, the holiest fest
of Islam, another "anti-Muslim" exhibition opens, Harper College goes
one step too far. Muslim women ex
pose body parts in a cheap manner,
including a breast, using the veil as
an erotic element. According to Asad
Khan, president of the MSA, the art
ist's message was to show how the
government of Iran and the whole of
(Continuedon pagel)
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ing daily customs, H ·seems often that we ". :kinds of.rel.igiou5 cusfo�;,such as
·d ! ,, ,
- are casual about religion;but there arer- � �S9iflto, Buddhism; Confucianis,,m, :rao.::
'.'agaill; �ertain'obligations: We face a con- "1:. isq:i, and.9bJ;is�ianii��in differenfocca- .
Japan by Kliniko Baba'·
'
tradiction betw:een our.thoughtS and reli;' t_
, siqns'�-'1Jiere are.�'. more than_400·relig7
"Vl'hat is yout religion?'' When�'':°'. gious behav.iors; E?o.we should have-come :, .. ; iO,,ils or sects': {tvf'urakamfq); ;'They�do. ·;
ever somebody asks me'thi� questio� I ··:,\up with:tbis questiol\: "Is.my familyrelig- ,, ' 11on:esist the �ituation !hat:inulti�· L ,. · , "
always answer, "I do not follow any.par• . . i(m Buddhist or Shinto?".
.
·. \ . 'feligions eiist anff jofu t0g1;ther� Sµch a 1
ticular religious belief." However, l}m "-.
. e peopl� . ·:. characteristic·of Japanisereligio� �.,·� • 1
:. . .. Like me, many Japanes
_ to whom we really pray.
confused by asking myself, "Wait a:miri�.
po n9r know1
.. 1 ::1; calleg s:Yncretism'.� (Inoue .J 96).YSq_nl� . ,
ute. In daily life, don't we JapiJ.n�se o�en· . KlirnLor H9toke? Wfio is J<ami?-We·-d'?1
� ,Jirne:ago, H.l.H. Prince.Tak:ahit�. Mika$a
observe religious customs of �evotion?"
nothave on\! specific image ofKaini be•' ' , cl).aracterized Japari as a 'living labora�ory al}d a livmg �useum to those who �.
For example� my fiimily. has . - .. '"cause we ¥�used to aoundant _images of' .
been always praying to God, or Kami
- .Kami; with an agricultural b11ckgroun4,,j.ru
<.. ar,e interested in·t4e study ofhistocy of•.
(God, in Japanese), at either-shrines or i · . ,Japanes�e mythology. Mikisabi:tro Mori . · ·� , 'religions'" (fi.ori 5):L -�t,. ,.
.{l! J
temples on every New. Year:,When ·�Y.: · ·� .s11ys l:hat if tpere are, many1gods to wor..:'" 'r,1, ·: '- ,J .r:q order to und_erstand'the.un-,,
family had funeral ceremonies; for' riiy '."":�.. . ship, each p�wer to worship G�!i will b� ]:·· usual.sitUation morcH'll explain tlie'A�;• .
grandparents' deaths, my pareiits asked i ' '.weakened.-Thjs may induce the situation . .. . liriefhistory of Japanese &ligiqnst.J:4e: ':'.
Buddhist monks to read Sutra,at hoilie:�·
that lacks of one·strong religious· belief.. ·:·first reli�on in Japan;Shiiifoistn; oiigi:"''.·
"
Like me, many Japanese say :,· (Mori 3'). ",
'.
•na:ted fro� agriculttiralrituals ibroi'.iglit'
they do not follow any religioris belief;
'\ ·•'
.
. �:v, Therefore, as a politheistic .. . ': ·r�sti�als to 'Call:aria pr�y to.J<.amij offei:.,
however, we are obligated to pr�y, t0 :K.aqri1 ' nation, Japanese people ttaditi9nal!y used' -:·'� ingfood ill order t� harvestrice1cropsfa
or Hotoke (Buddha, in Japanese), follow� !"to borrow'ahd mix t�gether different i
.' .
·..� ·_. (Continued.on p�ge BJ
·f:., ,·
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Chri sti anity and the Poli ti cal
Sp ectrum
(Cn11ti1111edfro111 page I)

can Party square with the teachings of
if not, would the Democ
rats re all y be any better?
For the sake of this article,
l et s look a t a few issues that Jesus
was concerned with, based on his
teachings. And permit me to say that I
do not assume that my reader is a be
liever in the New Testament. My aim,
again, is merely to sound out whether
the Republican platform - a.nomi
n all y Christian platform - is a match
for the spirit of Christ, whomever you,
my reader, may conceive Christ to be.
While there are many other
issues of import anc e to Jesus, we'll
examine a few more closely, and
touch on others later. A persistent
theme of Jesus was helping those who
couldn't help themselves. Jesus didn't
ask why people were needy; he simply
stressed the need to help them. He
even suggested to some to sell their
possessions and gi ve everything to the
poor. Jesus also talked about retalia-

Jesus? A nd

'

·

·

tion, telling his followers to "turn the
other cheek" when struck by some
one. On top of this, he asked his fol
lowers to love their enemies, and to
pray for those who persecute them.
These are some
pretty radical ideas, and
they may seem counter- ,.
intuitive. But if Chris
tians are trying to follow
Jesus (which they are),
these are issues that need
to be taken seriously,
just like all of his teach
ings. So how is the Re
publican Party doing on
these issues? As for
helping those who can't
help themselves, they aren't doing
well. On February 2"d Congress
passed the Budget Reconciliation
bill, which will result in cuts to
health care, child support, and educa
tional assistance for low-income
families. At the same time, Congress
is planning more tax cuts for the
wealthiest Americans. All but one
Democrat (who was absent) voted
against the Budget Reconciliation
bill, as opposed to only 13 Republi-

'

J

·

•

cans. This is one example of the cut
ting of social spending which contin
ues to push low-income families
deeper into poverty.
As for Jesus' teachings on
retaliation, these have
absolutely been thrown
out the window by both
parties. Not only does
the current administration not support
"turning the other
cheek, " they support
' ' striking someone's
1 cheek preemptively.
The Bush administra
tion does not seem to
love its enemies; they
put them together in an "axis of evil. "
To have a president who calls himself
both a Christian and a "war presi
dent" would likely leave Jesus
scratching his head. And what's baf
fling to me is while Republicans are
pro-life in terms of abortion, they
pretend the human cost of war does
n't exist. The people dying in Iraq
and Afghanistan, on both sides, are
real people made in the image of

]

·

·

(Continued on page 8)
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"Whereas Almg
i hty Go d . . . "
(Continued from page/)

this issue . If the argument is that
separation of church and state has
gone too far, and freedom of religion
is at jeopardy, then the counterargument goes: the line between
church and state is blurred more and
more each day.
The former argument deals
with the appearance versus the reality
of the situation. Just because it may
seem that the church is being blotted
out does not actually mean the church
i s being blotted out. Take, for example, religion and the presidency.
There is nothing that says the president has to be a non-Catholic Christian; however, with the exception of
Kennedy, every president to this
point has been a non-Catholic Christian. I can guarantee you that a MusJim will not be elected into office any
time soon. I could also guarantee you
that a Nietzschean philosopher will
not be elected into o ffice any time
soon, especially if the madman parable were recited at any time during
the campaign-the phrase "God is
dead" would just not go over well
with the American public. Take your
pick: agnostic, Hindu, B uddhist, scientologist. None of these will be the
religion of the president any time
soon . Going back to Kennedy, even if
you are not the right type of Christian
your chances are greatly diminished.
If it were not for his understanding of
how to play the media, his brother's
vicious campaign techniques, and his
family' s affluent background, even
Kennedy would not have been
elected-Kennedy carried only 12 of
35 protestant states (see Rorabaugh's
Kennedy and the Promise of the Sixties). Thi s information actually sug-

gests that every belief besides Christianity is oppressed.

The First Amendment begins, "Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof . . . ." It states that religion
should not be an issue in American
polity; however, the example above contradicts
that, and there must be a
better reason than Christian � enjoy runni ng for
president more than eve
rybody else.
The United
States is a country rooted
in largely protestant,
Christian ideology. As of
1996, the U.S. population was 41% protestant
Christian and 86.4%
Christian-Catholic, Protestant,
Russian/Greek Orthodox, and Oth
ers (U. S . Bureau of Census). These
roots have both consciously and unconsciously contributed to the moral
basis of this country. It is no myth to
politicians that Christian morality
plays well with the American public.
This is an idea which Thomas Frank
accurately hits on in his book
What's the Matter With Kansas? His
main in quiry was: in a state that has
so much poverty, how did George
W. Bush win "a majority of greater
than 80 percent" of the votes? To
.
hastily sum up the book, Frank's an
swer was that voters tend to vote in
terms of values rather than in terms
� f class. In other words, a poor Lat m o female living in the suburbs
may be more influenced by her pastor than her current economic situa�ion. Politicians know how to work
m the bounds of these values in or
�e� to get votes. In this respect, re
hgion has never been separate from
the state.
When B ush makes strong

,,lf

stances on abortion, affirmative action,
or homosexual marriage, he is speaking
only in terms of values, and, again,
playing off the Christian morality in
herent in this country. This has little to
do with what actually gets done. Making general statements
based on values has al
lowed Bush to get away
with signing bills like
CAFTA, that will proba
bly ensure more job loss
in the United States, or
by inciting more tax cuts
to the rich, without being
. called a hypocrite or liar.
:. Making general value
statements is paying lip
., service to all the things a
president should care
about but cannot care about, because it
conflicts with an even greater ideology
of this country-that of the rich white
man. As Frank said, "Values may
'matter most' to voters, but they always
take a backseat to the needs of money
once the elections are won."
I cannot go further without
mentioning the crazy conspiracy theo
rists who feel that Bush is planning a
fascist, theocratic take over. Such an
idea is absurd for several reasons. First,
there is no way he could accomplish
something of that caliber; it would take
cognitive abilities he could never
dream of having. Second, to argue
those who feel church and state are be
coming blurred beyond recognition,
religion itself is not the cause of the
problem, but rather one vehicle for the
problem. There are countless examples
of progressive Christian organizations
which use Christianity in positive man
ner. For example, Martin Luther King
Jr. used religion effectively for his
peaceful protests in Montgomery. Jesus
(Continuedon page 11)
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result. So, Johnson, Pollock, and
Islam uses religion to oppress women. Normandi agreed to a continuation
Normandi, the artist, just picks on Mus- on the condition that the next show
lims without respect, knowledge, or ex- would need more "appropriate complanation. This exhibition is an insult. mentary."
Before the beginning of the
Don't these Christian Americans have
th eir own problems? Why don't they exhibition, Johnson and Pollock rejust let you live and study in peace?
ceived three sample images per
I assume you can sympathize email, which made them skeptical.
with the Muslim students when they But Normandi assured them that only
wonder if Harper College hates them. a few images would include nudity
Khan goes on to say that an artist and that he would provide approprishould never forget the response to a ate contextualization. Maybe this
piece of art. Khan concludes that Islam moment offered an opportunity to
is a peaceful religion and does not op- check out Normandi's work more
press women. The free encyclopedia thoroughly, but since they had an
Wikipedia confirms Khan's first claim: agreement and a contract, Johnson
Islam means "the peaceful submission and Pollock trusted him and his
to the will of God." The second claim work.
might be debatable, as is the treatment
Then, at the opening of the exof women in most societies and relig- hibition, Johnson and Pollock finally
ions. An example from a recent discus- saw the whole show. What they'd
sion in my philosophy class comes to feared had come true. The show did
my mind. For some people, a gentle- not meet their expectations. Accordman's behavior of opening the door for ing to Pollock, the quality was "poor
a lady is an insult because subliminally, and superficial . . . . It did not make a
he implies that she is absolutely de- point"; in fact, "it undermined its
pendent on him and unable to care for own message." However, both Johnherself. For others, however, opening son and Pollock had a responsibility
the door for a lady shows respect. Simi- not only to the public, but also to
larly, some female Muslims view the themselves and the artist. Since they
veil as a sign of oppression, while oth- had agreed to the exhibition, they
ers view it as a symbol of honest re- had to stick with their decision now.
spect.
They knew it would create contraAfter opening the door to a better versy, but controversy can be a creaunderstanding of the Muslim student's tive power.
side, I will also present to you the voice
So, they were neither surprised
of the faculty w ho both hired and nor concerned when first complaints
"fired" Norma nd i. In May 2005, Nor- pattered upon them. But the commandi proposed a "follow-up" show to plaints grew to a rage, and some fachis first j ourn alistic exhibition, Hejab ulty members had to face physical
Exposition, which led to controversy threats! Johnson and Pollock were
but also rich discussions last February. set into the undesirable position of
Although Rich Johnson and Perry Pol- defending the show, supporting it on
lock thought there should have been grounds clear and intellectual enough
more text accompanying the images, to quell the MSA's fury.
they were generally satisfied with the
Both of them are generally not
(Co111i1111edfrom page 4)

afraid of controversy; on the con
trary, Pollock, as a Professor of Art,
sees controversy as creative energy.
Also Johnson states in the aforemen
tioned article, ''When Is a Boob Just a
Boob," that his job is "to bring chal
lenging international programming to
campus ...." However, they had to
acknowledge that they could not find
the necessary intellectual grounds in
this exhibition.
So Johnson contacted Nor
mandi, asking him to add clarifying
text, but he never did. The pressure
from outside grew. Not only Muslims
but also the administration started to
get involved. Inside, Johnson and
Pollock were in a fight of thoughts.
After first covering the images, then
taking them down temporarily, they
found out that Normandi commis
sioned the pictures from other pho
tographers. According to Johnson,
the photographers had no "extensive
personal experience with Iran or op
pression in Islamic societies." Also,
"all the photos were produced in Chi
cago, using non-Muslim models."
The supposedly journalistic exhibi
tion turned out to be absolutely non
journalistic. Especially with this new
background information, Johnson and
Pollock slowly realized that they
could not properly defend the show.
So, they finally agreed to take the
show down.
Normandi then contacted the
media, the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU), of which Johnson
himself is a member, and threatened
to impose a lawsuit on Harper Col
lege. He pointed to his freedom of
speech. Interestingly, the First
Amendment protects both religious
freedom and the freedom of speech at
the same time, uniting the opposing
(Continued 011 page I I)
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Religion: TheVie
w from Japan
(Continued jim11 pnge 5)

the Yayoi period (around B.C. 300 to A.
D. 300) (Murakami 8). Ancient Japanese
believed that God's spirit exists in all
kinds of nature, such as certain moun
tains, rocks, trees, rivers, waterfalls, the
sea, animals, the sun, volcanoes, thunder,
etc. They followed the rules of nature,
surrounded by mountains and the sea,
and they enjoyed four clear seasons.
Then Japanese mythology was
born and shrines were built for those
gods. "Shinto is usually described as a
form of polytheistic animism, it has no
elaborate theology, no holy books, no
moral codes or precepts" (Sosnoski 64).
In 538 Buddhism was imported
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in Japan from China and was accepted as
a national religion by the Japanese. Since
then, both Shinto and Buddhist deities
were enshrined side by side, influencing
each other and protecting each other
from the Nara period. So Buddhi�t tem
ples were often established in the land of
s]u·ines. Toji Kamata, Professor at Kyoto
Zokei Art University, asserts the follow
ing about Shinto's tolerance: "The good
things about Shinto are to be able to ac
cept the gods from other religions and to
coexist. [Shinto] has never been the abso-

lute center of the world. [Shinto] is fun
damentally open and tolerant. [It] has
respect for others and other religions" (Kamata 211).
During the Edo era, the Sho
gunate (Samurai government) decided
which Buddhist temples belonged to
which people, and those temples also
functioned as family registers. In 1549,
Francisco de Xavier came to Japan to
preach Christianity, and Christians
spread out across Japan. But the Sho
gunate, concerned that its control over
the nation would be threatened by Chris
tians, suppressed Christians.
In the Meiji Restoration (1868),
the new government, which replaced
Shogun, unified Shinto and the State.
The government reorganized to control
all over about 170,000 Shinto shrines in
Japan, forcing its nation to worship at
Shinto shrines and to revere the Emperor
as Kami, thus forming a state religion.
So the Meiji government completely
separated Shinto from Buddhism be
cause the government wanted to weaken
Buddhist power supported by the old
Shogunate. Unfortunately, in some areas,
some temples and statues of Buddha
were destroyed.
In 1873, the government lifted
the ban on Christianity. After World
War II, Shinto and the State were sepa
rated and all religions were freed from
the Japanese government by the occupation of allied forces. Therefore, the Emperor denied himself that he was Kami,
which gave a great shock to Japanese
people who had pledged loyalty to the
Emperor as Kami. So based on the new
Constitution since the 1950's, new relig
ions, such as Rissho Koseikai, Soka
Gakkai, have emerged.
Nowadays, although Japanese
people are not conscious about believing
either Shinto (only 3 or 4 percent of the
people believe it) or Buddhism, Japanese
customs in daily life are closely related
to rituals of the religions addressed
above.
We celebrate the New Year's

(Continued onpnge 9)
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(Co111i1111<!dfm111 page 8)
festival, decorating with Kadomatsu, pine
boughs and bamboo stalks, and Shimekazari,
sacred straw ropes strung with little angular
strips of white paper, in the entrance of each
house . In the early hours of the New Year, we,
wearing beautiful Kimonos, go to a shrine to
pray to Kami that the family will be happy and
healthy on the New Year.
On funerals and memorial services

for several anniversaries marking the death of
family or relatives, Japanese families ask Bud
dhist monks to read Sutra at home or in Bud
dhist temp les. They pray over a memorial
wooden tablet that shows the new, posthumous
names given to the dead by a Buddhist monk.
During Bon festival in the middle of August,
many Japanese people visit their hometowns to
pray to their ancestors on gravestones; based on
Buddhist belief, the spirits of the dead return
home to visit.
ot only Shinto and Buddhism but
also Clu·istianity has played an important role in
our customs in daily life, although we are not so
conscious about it. For example, many Japanese
people prefer to hold their wedding ceremonies
at churches. 1 had a wedding ceremony at a
Protestant church in the garden of a famous
wedding reception place in Osaka. There was
the option of a Shinto-style wedding ceremony
in the place, but we chose the Christian style
because it was easier and cool for me to wear a
beautiful white wedding dress in a church rather
than to wear a heavy, complicated Kimono
( traditional J apanese dress) at a shrine. My
mother is a Buddhist, but she did not oppose the
wedding style at all. Actually, in Japan "The
Clu·istian-style wedding ceremony at churches

has been the most popular wedding
style among young couples since
1 990's" (Inoue 226).
On every Christmas, Japa
nese stores have a big sale for
Christmas cakes and most of the
families eat cakes to celebrate
Christmas, exchanging Christmas
presents with each other. There are

many great private Christian schools re
ceiving higher reputations in Japan. My
sister and I went to a Christian preschool,
and I still remember how we enj oyed
playing scenes from Bible at the pre
school.
In this way, Japanese people
tend to easily accept different cultures
(Continuedon page I 0)
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Religion: The View from Japan
(Co11ti1111ed from page 9)
and religions. This unique Japanese syncre
tism came from S hinto. Shinto is very toler
ant of other religions because it is origi
nated from animism that has a belief that
God's spirits reside in all kind of nature.
The people are easily influenced by another
culture due to a lack of theology and funda
mental dogma of Shinto.

in thought or philosophy. According to
lwao Ootsuka, their (the Japanese peo
ple ' s) real purpose is that they want to
enjoy sharing the same thought with
other people in one group as a company.
He adds that philosophical religion is
"just a means to accomplish the pur
pose" (http://iwao-otsuka.com/jpn/
jpntop l .htrn). Takeshi Yoro, Professor at
Tokyo University, mentions the advan
tage of the Japanese attitude:
The philosophy that "we do not
have philosophy," was able to
save [the] economy in Japan be
cause they do not have to cor
rect it and do not have to listen
to criticism from others. Such a
philosophy had power to make
the country modernize rapidly.
(Yoro 95)

T hro u gh dramatic change of social
systems, from militarism and the emperor
system to democracy at the end of World
War I I , J apanese people lost their strong
belief that the Emperor is Kami . Yet, thou
sands of p e o p l e died for the Emperor in the
war. I cannot imagine how they could re
cover from the emptiness in their mind
when they heard that the Emperor said that
he was a human, not an immortal.
After Japan lost the war, Japa
nese worked so hard to be successful eco
nomically in the world, as if they could re
cover the spi r i tual losses through monetary
and material g a in. Then when the Japanese
economy was at the highest level and
started to threaten other developing coun
tries before the b ubble economy burst in
the late I 9 8 0 ' s , Japan was called "an eco
nomic animal" by other countries.
I think this expression symbol
izes that Japan has no thought, philosophy,
and religion. M an y professors in Japan
point out that J apanese are not so interested

Once Japanese find a good
thought, due to a lack of their own fun
damental philosophy, they easily show
outright allegiance to the new thought.
And if one person says this thought is
good, other people follow suit quickly.
They may feel relieved by the behavior.
Everybody wants to keep up with fash
ions or trends, but the trend will not con
tinue for long.
For example, Japanese Anime
is now very popular in the world because
the Anime industry in Japan has been
leading the trend; consider Pokemon and
Yugi-oh. But when Yugi-oh became a
boom in the U . S . , Japanese kids forgot
about Yugi-oh and grew interested in
Duel Masters . What a short cycle of
popularity in Japanese culture ! Not only
the Anime industry but also all other
home electronic products and automo
biles show the same pattern.
When I visited Japan in De
cember, I was shocked to see the big
change of Akihabara, Tokyo over a span
of two years. Akihabara has been shift
ing into a big Otaku and Anime city
from a once-famous electronics city. On
the trains many people are always push
ing the small keyboards of their cell
phones to communicate by E-mail.

All of these phenomena in Japan
seem to be related to a lack of thought for
Japanese. Japanese people tend to be
lonely from a lack of face-to-face com
munication and as a result, they tend to
depend upon electronic tools. Their lives
are very materialistic. This is the disad
vantage of the Japanese attitude. How
ever, Japan maintains peace, without any
maj or conflicts with other countries. I
think this is partly from Japan' s unique
syncretism, its tendency to respect
(perhaps over-respect)all other religions
and cultures. Tetsuo Yamaori, the head
of International Japanese Cultural Study
Center, suggests that the "Traditional
Japanese religious sense which found
gods in all kinds of nature may contribute
to mankind in the future. It is necessary
for Japanese to send such a religious be
lief to the world" ( www . eco.goo.ne.jp/
business/csr/lesson/julO I .html) .
•
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sides �f thi s case. Ho�ever, Nor� andi s contract said that the
. w d l be suppo:ted appr? exhibit
pnately with text and m stalled m
a professional manner in accordance � 1th Art Department stan. g t the faculty,
<l ards . , Accord m
.�
however, Normandi s work was
neither "supported appropriately
with text" nor "installed in a pro �
fess10nal manneL" Normandi
dropped the law smt.
The show was closed, b�t
many wounds were (and are) still
open. Johnson orgamzed a forum
called "Art, Politics, and Cultural
Sensitivity: A Discussi n," a � an
?,
attempt to provide a tea� hm g,
.
and even healmg,
opportumty for
the campus community. " All
three -- Nej man, Johnson, : and
Po l l ock -- emphasized without
being asked that the discussions
at the forum were remarkably
rich, deep, and interesting.
So, with the forum, Johnson ' s wish seems fulfilled. Con-
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ceming the campus community, the
controversy has finally led to healing and enrichment. One could conelude that the pictures were removed because they had o ffended
the Muslim students wherea s in
fact, they were take� down because
of the discrepancy between the pietures ' provocative power and their
missin g intellectual fundament. Fo
the future Johnson and Pollock
hope that Harper College will still
encourage interesting, inspiring,
challenging exhibitions.
B ut should Harper really
risk more provocative shows? And
if it does which "half' of the First
Amend�ent should warrant more
acknowledgement? Freedom of
speech? Of religion?
The American Revolutionaries did not see a conflict in uniting freedom of religion with freedom of speech. In that spirit, let us
also welcome challenge, freedom,
and individualism; let us agree to
disagree in peace.
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to understan d homoshu alit)i·µi a new· , .
light-i'.e. after they. ta�e a "'.a�k.throµ� ' . -�.
C:hicago' s ','.boy$;� :to\.Yn?t neighborhoocl't]ley;·�
fincf homosexuality is �ot�he cause of. the .r.i:;.
destructiQn- of Ainerica .. EX.amples like this ·f':
show that religion can.be· used in 'a more pro"
s �ive ana J:iuriiani tili e;in· ay:( Third,Jhe '
proglem cfi;le � not Ii� with Bush· alori�. The :
proble)ll is\v1i°h'the 'ideo l ogy . of the 'whol�"t•.'
s:Ys.tem.. Whethei":if be' a. Jl�ubliqm,or;De-- '��
mo cra t, the president wJU probably, 'come:; .:y,
ffom an affluent,b �ck$f_oli.nd a� d pro9a�W· ·�
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set:Ve the needs' of tj1e 'upper class. , 7 < '
o'. : Separation of church"anct · state cleai:ly
------- .
had
intenti<:m�� of keeping the mi �ds of:. ' -"<
So urces used i n "Relg
i io n : The View from Japan '' :
Anleripans· free�of i.giiorarice;_pndoubt�dly, 'F.
'
agree that the ¢hurc}l and the state should be
Hori, Ichiro. "Folk Religion in Japan.'"
separate entities; however, this is of little. im;
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,� 1 968.
portance to politic'� ta'ctay ano arguirig that the
'
line ·is blurred}s a waste of titri.� . . Without ·;"! Inoue, Nobutaka. "Religion."
Tokyo : Natsumesha, 200 1 .
critically-�nalyzi�g the situati o�; there is a
whole power stiuc,ture that remains Uiul��
Kamata, Toj i . "What is Shinto?''
ticed:. It is an ideology that has-.learned how to
Tokyo : Kodansha, 1 976.
beeoine.i n�isible by· playing off peoples, val�
ue s and 'fears, and It can transform a superfi:
Murakami, Shigeyoshi. "Japanese Religion:'' ·
cial argument int� one of urgency and impQr
Tokyo : Iwanaml. Junior Shinsho 27, J 98 t' .
tan ce ; it is an id�.oiogy that upholds ,monetary
policies to benefit the upper,class, and, an' ide
Yoro, Takeshi. "Discovery of a Lack of Pl1ilosophy.;'
ology 'VhiC� strik�s nie:�s malevolently intel,,, .
Tokyo : Chikumasho�o, 2005.
ligent and well crafted. " ,
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j The Lighter Side with Chris Poulos

Ad a m:

It' s all so beautiful , Eve. Just
think, he made this all with his b are hands.
Eve: Yeah, and hundreds of thousands of
years of evolution and cultivation
Adam:

E. d. i t o r � s.

N:o t'e

.

.; · J., •

. �,. _�
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Ad a m: You ate the apple, didn't you.

H o n o r s P ro gram A n n o u n cem e n ts

The op1mons e xpre ssed m this publication dq .
not necessarily reflect those. of the Harpe{ !·.' Honors Society Discussions:
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Discussions take place in room L329.
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to 5 :00 p.m, each Wed. afternoon. All are welcome to attend.

\Vednesda y, F e b. 1 5

Issues in Geography: Faculty guest:
Professor Veronica Mormino

·

Editor: Tim Ophus

\Vednesday, Feb. 22

Religions of tire World and the Problem
of Evil: Faculty guest: Professor Charles

Contributing Edi tors:

Brown
Brian Bel lows

,,

l\1irja Loren2:;

·
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\Vednes day, l\1ar. 1

Chris Poulos ·

Faculty guests: Professors Tom DePalma and
Sean Noonan

Facu lty Advisor: Andrew W i l son

H onors Program Coordinator: Andrew

W: ilson

Phone: 847. 925 .679 1

E-mai l : A w i l son @ harpercollege.edu

Unions, and the Labor Movement in
America: (past, present, and future).

·

\Vednesday, l\1ar.

8

\Vednesday, l\1ar. 1 5

Tough Guise: (a fi l m documentary)
Skepticism and Pseudoscience: the d i fference be
tween science and scientific-sounding c laims, the
fallacies within any number of hoax-like claims (e.g.
magnet therapy, biorhythms chiropractic, inte l l i gent

Did you know . . . .

design) and the way knowl edge is d iscovered

The Challenger is named after the Space Shuttle ·
that b e fe l l a tragic accident almost exactl y 20 yeµrs
ago . The H arpe r College Honors Program contin
ues t o pay homage to inte l l ectual exploration, .
whether in space, on earth, or withifl the expanse
of a si n g l e mind.

through scientific and logical inquiry. Also under
the microscope here are the rhetorical devices and
l inguistic tricks such claims use to make themselves
seem l egiti mate/valid. Faculty guest: Professor Josh
Sunderbruch

\Vednesday, l\1ar. 22

W E ' R E O N T H E WEB !
http ://www. harpercollege.edu/
cluborgs/honors

Co11troversies in Psychology: drug treatments,
Freud v. M aslow, and more. Faculty guest:
Professor Charl i e Johnston

